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In this chapter, we introduce the Analytical Design Model, a
strategy developed at Penn State’s World Campus for improving
course quality and student outcomes through an evidence-based
approach to instructional design. ADM utilizes data from a
variety of sources and offers an efficient and flexible process to
analysis that results in concrete improvement targets for
courses. ADM is not an instructional design model in itself, but
rather a method for making instructional design more strategic
and aligned to academic program priorities.

Introduction
Improving student outcomes in higher education is a critical challenge
for all colleges and universities. Earning a degree is expensive, and
while the American public continues to value higher education, they
do have substantial concerns about cost (Fishman et al., 2018). In this
environment, institutions are under increased pressure to
demonstrate that the time students spend at college is of the highest
quality and that it is effectively preparing them to engage in the world
as productive citizens. This is particularly true for online learning
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(Allen & Seaman, 2015), as it is a comparatively new mode for higher
education. Most online learning units of colleges and universities
employ staff specifically to monitor student progress, develop
predictive models, and craft a wide variety of retention strategies.
These initiatives often focus on specific populations (e.g., first
generation, military). They may borrow from ideas such as
“improvement science” from the Carnegie Foundation (Bryk et al.,
2015), which was created to provide a framework for educators and
college administrators to use to systematically analyze the student
learning process and implement highly targeted improvements.
This chapter will outline one such framework that is being developed
at Penn State’s World Campus. With this framework, we seek to equip
faculty and learning designers with a process and set of tools for
utilizing learning analytics and other quality measures to pinpoint
course design improvements. The model we introduce here, the
Analytical Design Model (ADM), is specifically constructed to be
flexible and allow for institutions at varying levels of maturity with
data science and data infrastructure to see benefits and, over time, to
iterate toward greater sophistication in these areas. In short, we hope
this model is approachable regardless of an instructional designer’s
(ID) prior experience or institutional challenges and serves as the
basis for design units to build a culture of data-informed decision
making to support student success.

Introduction to the Analytical Design
Model
The primary purpose of the ADM is to provide IDs and faculty with a
framework for utilizing empirical evidence to precisely target
improvements to course content. It is not, in itself, an instructional
design model, but rather an approach to analysis that complements
traditional instructional design approaches. Thus, it can be used in
conjunction with any instructional design (ID) model that incorporates
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an analysis or evaluation phase. The outcome of an ADM
implementation is a set of improvement targets that can serve to focus
one’s design efforts and increase the likelihood of a positive impact on
student success. Such well-articulated targets also serve as discrete
elements to measure in a post-implementation evaluation on the
efficacy of changes. The targets are not a prescription for how the
identified instructional problem should be solved. Rather, ADM offers
processes and tools that serve as the basis for productive and creative
collaboration between IDs, faculty, and other stakeholders as they
seek to improve student success and retention.
Figure 1
Analytical Design Model
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The primary phases of ADM include (see Figure 1):
1. Plan: Establish Guiding Questions based on program and
institutional needs and initial intuitions about where
improvements may be needed. These questions will focus the
analysis, identify essential data sources, and help to avoid
unproductive detours.
2. Analyze: Gather data, analyze, and develop insights to address
the guiding questions. Triangulate with multiple data sets to
build confidence in any assertions. Produce specific Revision
Prioritization Scores based on the analysis.
3. Validate: Involve instructors and other practitioners in
reviewing the interpretations and ensure they align with reallife experiences. Practice transparency to ensure that
methodologies are sound. Prioritize Revision Targets based on
stakeholder needs and level of impact.
4. Design and Develop: Engage in instructional design
consistent with the ID’s preferred processes informed by
validated Revision Targets.
5. Evaluate: Collect additional data related to revision targets to
assess the efficacy of any changes. Update the data collection
protocols, reprioritize targets, ask new guiding questions, and
begin to prepare for the next ADM iteration.
Each phase of the ADM is highly deliberate and utilizes an evidencebased approach to produce a specific deliverable that acts as an input
to the next phase. For example, guiding questions drive the analysis
and revision targets focus the design. The evidence collected relevant
to the ADM may include data about student use of a learning
management system (LMS) or content management system (CMS),
engagement between students, assessment outcomes, surveys, quality
evaluations (e.g., Quality Matters), or alignment maps. Data may be
collected through existing learning analytics infrastructures, access to
unprocessed system logs, or through manual processes (e.g., surveys,
interviews, evaluations). The model is quite flexible about what data
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should be included – the only requirement being that data collection is
purposeful and aligns with a well-defined set of guiding questions.
When multiple data sets are aligned to a common set of questions, it
becomes feasible to triangulate any findings because there are
multiple pieces of data to support each assertion. As Cohen and
Manion (1989) explain, triangulation seeks to “map out, or explain
more fully, the richness and complexity of human behavior by
studying it from more than one standpoint and, in so doing, by making
use of both quantitative and qualitative data” (p. 269). Triangulation is
critical to ADM as we often work with smaller data sets that are
limited in terms of the length of collection (one or two semesters) or
number of students. Depending on an institution’s maturity with data
and learning analytics, being able to incorporate diverse data sources
that include low-tech options while still achieving a high degree of
validity is quite useful. By utilizing technical standards such as IMS
Caliper (Caliper Analytics, 2020) that enforce structure and a common
vocabulary to education-related data, it becomes much easier to make
linkages across disparate data sources. These data tools create a
mechanism for collecting data outside the LMS (Pardo & Kloos, 2014)
and greatly simplify triangulation.
In summary, it may be useful to think about ADM in the following
ways:
It’s approachable: ADM is specifically constructed to be easy
to implement, regardless of an institution’s data maturity.
It’s opportunistic: IDs may use whatever data they have and
scale the implementation based on time and resources.
Iteratively adapt the process based on institutional maturity.
It’s humble: Data in ADM merely augments an inherently
creative human-centered approach to design. Draw on existing
analytical skill sets but allow stakeholders to validate the
interpretations before proceeding.
It’s efficient: While upfront analysis takes some time, more
precise targeting of instructional design efforts can offset this
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initial investment.

The Role of Analysis in Instructional
Design
In the context of instructional design, analysis identifies “the probable
cause for a performance gap” (Branch, 2009, p. 23). As analysis is a
core concept of our model, we must consider why it is important to
instructional design. We will do this by viewing analysis through two
lenses: business processes and pedagogy. Both organizational needs
and learner success must be balanced for any design model to be
considered effective and sustainable.

Business Justification for Analysis
Most learning design organizations in higher education do not have
the luxury of dedicating significant time and money on rigorous
analysis efforts in pursuit of course improvements. One common
strategy is to focus analysis efforts on specific programs that are
underperforming in terms of enrollment, student outcomes, or other
key success indicators. In these cases, their limited scope and strong
strategic alignment justify the level of effort required for a proper
analysis with lengthy data gathering and subsequent improvement.
Conversely, the bulk of courses within a normal revision cycle may not
justify such an investment. More traditional production tasks (e.g.,
content authoring or multimedia development) may then be
prioritized with analysis playing a smaller role. However, as we
discuss later in this chapter, learning designers can reassert the role
of analysis by demonstrating: (a) that there is clear alignment with
program priorities and an articulation of expected benefits and (b)
that potential increased efficiencies and efficacy as a result of this
upfront work outweigh the investment in analysis. A well-defined
model such as ADM can produce clear documentation that satisfies
both of these conditions and can help gain buy-in with stakeholders.
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Pedagogical Justification for Analysis
When making decisions that impact pedagogy, analysis has always
been central to an ID’s toolkit. Many design models indicate that
analysis is the first step an ID must complete before beginning a
design. Indeed, the ‘A’ in ADDIE, the foundational framework that IDs
learn early in their training, stands for analysis. It is essential that an
ID spends time understanding the instructional problem that the
ensuing design must address. In practice, this process is often not
informed by empirical evidence. However, Muljana and Luo (2020)
indicate that while understanding and adoption of learning analytics is
currently low, IDs largely view its potential as positive. Integrating
analysis and data-informed practices into instructional design may be
more approachable than current adoption of such practices suggests.

Learning Analytics, Data, and Institutional Maturity
Learning analytics (LA) are concerned with “the measurement,
collection, analysis, and reporting of data about learners and their
contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and
the environments in which it occurs” (Siemens et al., 2011, p. 4). LA is
a powerful capability and ADM is bolstered by having at least limited
LA infrastructure in place. There are many approaches to building LA
maturity at an institution. Developing an institution-wide strategy (as
described by the modified ROMA approach in Ferguson et al., 2015)
to implement LA may require a broad understanding of policy and
stakeholder priorities and a deftness with change management.
However, the iterative nature of ADM suggests a more incremental
approach towards LA maturity.
Some of the barriers to change that learning design leaders may face
in establishing a data-informed decision-making culture come from
ethics and privacy concerns over the potential for improper use of
student data. ADM helps mitigate this risk by prioritizing
transparency and validation with faculty and IDs as an accountability
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measure on any and all data interpretations. Involving policymakers
throughout this incremental maturation can also ensure that
institutional policy adapts and grows in response to the needs of LA
initiatives.
Risk can be further managed by having a well-defined project with
clear objectives. This will assist in identifying what types of data may
be required to support the analysis. Indeed, many institutions engage
in data risk classification that assigns risk levels to specific data types.
Determining the data needed to complete an ADM implementation at
the outset can ensure IDs do not later find themselves in the position
that they cannot obtain the access needed. Table 1 can help in
understanding the types of data that inform an ADM process and the
associated risks attached to them.
Table 1
Possible Data Sources and Associated Risk Categories
Data Source

Considerations

Risk
Category*

Quality Evaluation

Utilizes rubrics provided by Quality Matters and
others. Deals with course content, not student
data. Labor intensive.

Low

Student Surveys

Uncovers student perceptions. Useful when
combined with other data. May not get high
response rates. Requires valid survey
instruments.

High

Instructor
observations

Qualitative. Collected though interview with
instructor. Can be helpful during validation
phase.

Medium

LMS usage logs

Can be structured or unstructured (see below).
May require significant data cleanup. Requires
statistical techniques to properly interpret.

High

Student
performance
(grades)

Highly sensitive. Useful when correlated with
other sources.

High

Student information Highly sensitive. May be difficult to obtain. May High
system records
not be necessary depending on guiding questions.
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Note. * Each institution may classify risks differently. Consult your
local data policies.

Analytical Design Model: In Detail
This section articulates each phase of the Analytical Design Model in
detail and provides an example to show how each of these phases
work in practice.

Plan
The ADM begins with a robust planning phase. During this time,
course and program faculty, IDs, and other relevant stakeholders
meet to initiate the project, develop guiding questions, and define
goals and expectations. Higher education is a complex system (Chow,
2013) and online course offerings inherently face highly
contextualized opportunities, needs, and constraints. This early
attention to setting a shared vision establishes the foundation for a
revision process tailored to best meet the unique needs of courses and
programs.
It is important to note that the driving force for initiating this process
is course, program, and institution specific. In some cases, identified
issues with student performance, retention, or engagement determine
the need for course improvement. In other instances, courses or
programs choose to revise on an established schedule or in a predefined order based on course sequences in a program. Additionally,
broad institutional goals, such as reducing materials costs or
increasing retention, and external influences, such as changes in state
or federal legislation, necessitate course revisions.
During the initial project meeting, important topics to discuss include:
an overview of the process and timeline
available expertise and resources
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roles and responsibilities of team members
any internal or external motivators for the revision
general perceived areas of interest and/or concern
Once the group has committed to using the process, establish a set of
guiding questions for the project. These initial questions may be based
on specific program needs, anecdotal observations or areas of
interest, or specific challenges. For example, when evaluating a threecourse sequence that was flagged for revision due to low student
performance, guiding questions focused on understanding how well
the content coverage was aligned across the course sequence, how
well students demonstrated mastery of key concepts in each class,
and how students interacted with the course materials and each
other. By the end of the planning phase, the group should have clearly
documented guiding questions and goals.

Analyze
The analysis phase requires determining which data sources address
the guiding questions, analyzing those sources, and making
observations based on the findings. When preparing for analyses,
consider the available data sources and develop a plan to address the
guiding questions and goals. As outlined in Table 1, a variety of
different qualitative and quantitative data may inform an ID’s
understanding of phenomena in the course. Triangulating data across
multiple sources (and semesters when possible) develops a more rich,
comprehensive, and meaningful view of the current state of the
course. Quantitative analysis may include behavioral analytics, such
as click-stream data and access reports, and performance analytics
such as assessment scores by item and category, item analyses, and
overall course grades. Qualitative data may be drawn from student
surveys and feedback, instructor observations and reflections, and
discussion forum and assignment content analysis. Other indicators of
course quality may be derived from creating an alignment map of the
course objectives, content, and assessments. An alignment map
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template has been provided. Our institution also utilizes the Quality
Matters (QM) standards to evaluate online courses. A QM pre-review
during the analysis phase provides another data source that allows us
to identify areas of improvement to better meet the expectations
outlined in the QM standards.
After outlining which data sources to use for each guiding question,
determine how to analyze those sources. For example, when creating
an alignment map of course objectives, content, and assessments, it
may be beneficial to collaborate with the course instructor when
creating the map. Similarly, LMSs and third-party tools typically have
built-in item analyses, grade reports, and other information that may
be ready to use. For each of the guiding questions and data sources,
decide what and how to measure. Then, conduct the analyses and
capture observations in a reporting format that can be shared with
the course development stakeholders. Based on the specific project,
needs, and capabilities, the report may take the shape of a
comprehensive document, an interactive dashboard (e.g., using tools
such as Power BI or Tableau), or another format that works for the
context. Quantifying data across a course and comparing
performance, interaction, and alignment across lessons determines
where to focus attention and resources. The ADM Example
Implementation at the end of this chapter illustrates our approach to
prioritization.
It is important to maintain thorough description of the methodology
including data sources and how data was cleaned and analyzed.
Include explanations for every interpretation made in service of
answering the guiding questions. These decisions should be
transparent and documented along the way allowing for open
dialogue and ensuring that stakeholders can confidently revisit the
analysis and data sets to expand, refine, or revise as needed.
Each guiding question should be addressed with multiple pieces of
data to make informed observations about the course. In parallel to
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crafting observations, explore existing academic literature related to
the guiding questions to determine what kinds of interventions may be
effectual and draw comparisons to local circumstances and contexts.
With these observations, revision prioritizations and guidance from
prior research, frame a set of conclusions for each guiding question.
The conclusions may include recommendations or suggestions for
future action steps which can help inform the instructional design
process moving forward. Because this process relies on human
decision-making, it is important to be sure to revisit data sources, look
for specific information to help support observations, and revise and
refine the questions, goals, and targets as needed while creating the
report.

Validate
During the validation phase, regroup with all stakeholders to review
the methodology, discuss observations and revision prioritization, and
refine reporting and suggestions as necessary. Ultimately, the
validation process involves honest conversation that asks stakeholders
“Could this mean what we think it means?” and inviting feedback in
service of improving the findings prior to acting on them. For
example, during an analysis of an upper-level management course, we
were able to note that students frequently paused video presentations
at similar intervals, which we hypothesized reflected their note-taking
behavior. During the validation meeting, the faculty member
confirmed that the videos in question were content-dense and
challenging. These valuable insights were carried forward into the
redesign to inform how we presented content to learners.

Design and Develop
The steps of the ADM up to this point prepare IDs and course authors
to enter course revision armed with a set of contextualized, validated,
and well-supported recommendations upon which to act. While the
data-informed nature of ADM is more intensive than analyses
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commonly conducted in higher education contexts, the ADM outcomes
can serve to fill the role of a thorough needs assessment as called for
by many traditional instructional design models (Branch & Kopcha,
2014; Dick et al., 2015; Morrison et al., 2019). To best engage with
the ADM outcomes, the course design team should progress through
stages of ideation, prioritization, design, and development. Any
instructional design process naturally involves relying on a degree of
design conjecture as IDs interpret the analysis and integrate their
expertise and observations to make decisions (Stefaniak et al., 2018).
By using results from the ADM and ideating around identified needs
and then prioritizing those ideas, course design teams can more
intentionally focus their resources and efforts.

Evaluate
During implementation ongoing evaluation should monitor the
progress of revisions to best support student success. Establish
expectations for continuous communication with the course team,
determine the scope of ongoing iterations, and decide which data
sources to use over time to monitor course progress. Supporting
iterative improvement may mean revisiting part or all of the ADM to
revise questions and goals, add new or expanded data, and create
more timely reports, updates, or dashboards for ongoing use.
Performing a data-informed revision for the primary project is
valuable, but committing to and supporting ongoing analysis for
continuous improvement will allow the team to increase revision
efficiencies and focus efforts more proactively.

Analytical Design Model: Example
Implementation
This example highlights three phases of an ADM implementation:
planning, analysis, and design and development. In the real-life
implementation of this example, we included validation and
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evaluation, but have left those out here for brevity. Our model is not
prescriptive and each approach is highly contextual (i.e., you can
adapt your own implementation). The statistics and visualizations are
specific to the data available but are general enough to align with
what most institutions can accomplish with locally-available data.
Most importantly, in considering ADM in your own organization, this
should create a clearer picture of the type of effort involved. We have
used fictitious organizations throughout the example.

Phase 1: Planning
This section outlines Forest State University (FSU) Online’s current
progress toward producing the deliverables necessary to achieve the
goals established at the onset of the project. A proposed timeline for
the next steps is included below:
Goals
Identify potential revisions and their intended impact on
student performance.
Prioritize revisions based on the needs of key stakeholders
(Business faculty, FSU Online program management).
Recommend a revision plan based on analysis that allows for 1)
small short-term improvements, and 2) more significant course
revisions.
Deliverables
The FSU team will deliver:
A comprehensive report that includes:
1. a description of the methodology used to analyze data,
2. an analysis of student behaviors, performance, and
course alignment addressing the Guiding Questions, and
3. a set of prioritized recommendations for revisions to BUS
101 and 102.
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Regular status updates to key stakeholders throughout the
project duration.
A preliminary project plan to address recommended revision
within the 2019/2020 academic year.

Timeline
Fall 2019
By December 15: FSU and faculty stakeholders review
the Business Course Analytics Report to prioritize shortterm improvements and more significant revisions
Mid-December - January: Faculty and IDs collaborate on
short-term improvements for SP20, larger revisions for
SU20
Spring 2020
January: All short-term improvements implemented in
SP20
March 1: Mid-semester check-in - tentative analysis of
revisions based on emerging course data; corrective
actions taken if necessary
By April: All improvements and revisions complete for
SU20
Summer/Fall 2020
Conduct ongoing post-revision analysis to validate
changes
Project Team
The following individuals are identified as stakeholders on the project
team:
Program lead faculty: responsible for helping to set the vision
for program revision and course goals during the planning
phase; receives ongoing updates throughout the project;
ensures ongoing resourcing for course improvements.
Course instructor/author: provides critical insights into the
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current state of the course and collaborates with the ID at each
stage of the process to revise the course as needed.
Instructional designer: works closely with all parties during
each stage of the process; conducts analyses, creates data
visualizations and reports, develops recommendations, and
collaborates with course author to prioritize and revise the
course.
Programmer: queries data sources to create data sets for
analysis; supports data privacy and protection practices; cleans
and structures data as needed.
Guiding Questions
Question 1: How are students interacting with FSU content? To
what extent, if any, does this interaction relate to performance?
Question 2: What types of behavioral patterns can be identified
both within FSU content/systems and within LearnMore
publisher content and systems?
Question 3: To what extent are the learning objectives, content,
and assessments in BUS 101, 102, and 103 aligned?
Question 4: Are there specific topics or objectives within BUS
103 with which students who have completed the FSU BUS 101
and 102 struggle?

Phase 2: Analysis
Methodology
This report presents the findings and recommendations from a multisemester exploration of course alignment and student behaviors and
performance in BUS 101, 102, and 103. This exploration is designed
to inform revisions of BUS 101 and 102 to ensure students are better
prepared for success in BUS 103.
Student performance and content interaction data were collected
during the Spring 2019 and Summer 2019 semesters. During early
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Fall 2019, FSU Online met with faculty for each course to develop a
comprehensive course alignment map and to collect LearnMore’s
LearnLab performance data.
The following sections address the study’s four guiding questions,
outline overall observations, and detail suggested next steps to inform
the revision process.
Revision Prioritization Score
The Revision Prioritization Score (RPS) provides an objective,
quantifiable metric to guide revision efforts based on alignment,
performance, and interaction. These three factors can be weighted to
reflect goals of the program and revision efforts. For the purposes of
this review, categories were weighted evenly. The RPS and detailed
descriptions of the measurements for alignment, performance, and
interaction are provided below.
Revision Prioritization Score Formula

Alignment
Alignment is defined as the extent to which the course and lesson
learning objectives, lesson content, activities, and assessments work
together toward the achievement of the stated objectives. Alignment
was evaluated in direct consultation with faculty for each course. The
alignment score is calculated as follows:
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Objective Score = 1 point if objective is covered in content + 1 point if
objective is assessed
Performance
Assignment grades were collected from LMS data. Scores were
converted to percentages and averaged for each lesson to create a
lesson Performance Score.
Interaction
Content for BUS 101 and 102 has been developed in the FSC Online
CMS. This system tracks when students access course content, how
they interact with content, and the extent to which they consume
media.
Additionally, BUS 101 and 102 use a LearnMore textbook that is
equipped with LearnLab, an interactive and adaptive reading tool that
integrates guided, distributed practice problems and active learning
strategies to improve student learning. LearnLab provides instructors
with information about the length of time students spend in the
system, as well as their degree of completion for the chapter.
Information from both FSU and LearnLab systems were combined as
follows to calculate the interaction score:
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Observations
Though not formally accounted for in the RPS, observations play an
important role in determining how to prioritize revisions moving
forward. During the alignment mapping process, faculty identified
which lessons in BUS 101 and 102 are prerequisites for BUS 103.
These lessons should be given special consideration when deciding
where to focus revision efforts to have maximum impact on students’
preparedness for BUS 103. Additionally, faculty identified lessons in
which content is outdated or misaligned. These lessons should be
revisited during revision regardless of RPS to ensure that content is
current and accurate.

Detailed Course Analyses
Analysis Part 1: Alignment
When using the LearnMore textbook chapter objectives as a
foundation, BUS 101 and 102 cover a total of 204 learning objectives.
Of those, 47 objectives are not discussed in the FSU content, but are
assessed in the course, 12 are covered by the FSU content but are not
assessed, and 8 are not covered by the FSU content or assessed.
These objectives that lack content, assessments, or both should be
reviewed to determine if they are within the scope of the course or if
they should be removed. If they are deemed within scope, the lesson
materials should be reviewed to determine if/what types of content
and/or assessments may be added or adjusted to improve alignment.
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Table 2
Lessons 9 and 10 Objective Coverage

Note. Blue – Objective covered in FSU content but not assessed;
Yellow – Objective not covered in FSU content but assessed; Gray –
Objective not covered in FSU content and not assessed. Table 2 shows
a sample lesson objective alignment map, which indicates whether
and how an objective is covered in content and assessed. This table is
drawn from the data gathered in the alignment mapping spreadsheet,
which is shown in Table 3.
Table 3
BUS 101 Lesson 9 Alignment Map
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Course
LO Lesson Objectives
Objectives
1, 2

1

Recognize the ethical quandaries in a business situation and
recommend actions to address such issues.

2

2

Identify legal issues germane to many business situations
and assess the relationship between strategic decision
making and regulatory requirements.

2

3

Recognize the social impacts of business decisions and
suggest appropriate sustainable practices.

2

4

Identify key challenges of globalization in business
operations.

2

5

Exhibit knowledge of the major cultural, economic, social,
and legal environment faced by multinational corporations.

Content Pages

LO

Practice/Activities LO

Assessments

LO

Tools Used in
this Lesson

Overview of
Regulation

2

LearnLab

Lesson 9
Discussion

3, 8

LearnLab

Business in Society

3

Lesson 9
Problems

1, 2, 3

Excel

Key Legislation in
Business

2

Lesson 9 Quiz

3, 7, 8, 9 , 10

Operating at a
Global Scale

2, 4

Lesson 9 Excel 3, 7, 8, 10

Multinational
Corporations

5

3,8

Note. In addition to using these maps to better understand alignment
issues, FSU uses the course alignment maps as an input for Quality
Matters course pre-review. By including information in the alignment
map about technology tools used in the lesson, as well as connections
back to the course-level objectives, this sheet is able to meet several
needs.
Analysis Part 2: Performance
Student performance on assessments in BUS 101, 102, and 103 was
evaluated by lesson, topic, and assignment category to help identify
trends and issues from a variety of angles. Figure 2 below shows the
range of student average scores on assignments for BUS 101 Lesson
9.
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Figure 2
Lesson 9 Assignment Performance

Analysis Part 3: Content Interaction
To better understand how students interacted with course content, we
evaluated how many times students viewed lesson pages throughout
the semester (see Figure 3), how many students accessed the course
content for each lesson (see Figure 4), and how students engaged
with multimedia and third-party tools (see Table 4).
Figure 3
Course Content Page Views by Date, Spring 2019 BUS 101
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Figure 4
Number of Enrolled Students Who Viewed Lesson Content, by Lesson,
Summer 2019 BUS 102 001

Table 4
Content, Multimedia, and Third-Party Tool Interaction, BUS 102
Lesson 9
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Accessed FSU course content:

52%

Played FSU lesson media:

50%

Used interactive FSU content:

50%

Completed LL LearnLab:

36%

Avg. time spent on LearnLab by due date:

52 min.

Analysis Summary and Findings Upon completing the analysis of
lesson alignment, content interaction, and performance, a revision
prioritization score was calculated for each lesson to help focus
attention on those parts of the course during design and development
(see Table 5).
Table 5
BUS 102 Course Revision Prioritization Snapshot
Lesson

Alignment Content
Performance Revision
(%)
Interaction (%) (%)
Prioritization
Score
FSU LearnLab

Lesson 1

78.6

95.3

N/A

86.13

13.23

Lesson 2*

100

73.9

46

86.82

17.74

Lesson 3*

92.9

81

43

88.95

18.72

Lesson 4 & 92.9
5*

50.8

43

83.06

25.71

Lesson 6

81

36

83.62

24.43

Lesson 7 & 90
8

44.5

43

88.22

26.01

Lesson 9 & 83.3
10

52

36

81.66

30.35

Lesson 11

83.3

57.4

36

87.22

27.59

Lesson 12
& 13*

94.4

46.3

36

89.17

25.09

Lesson 14* 82.1

57

21

87.53

30.46

Lesson 15* 88.9

45.4

25

82.49

31.17

Midterm

N/A

N/A

N/A

74.5

NA

Final

N/A

N/A

N/A

76.54

NA

80.71**

27.16

86.4

Composite 88.44

62.24 36.5
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Note. Key for Revision Prioritization Score Ranges = 0-20, 20-30,
30+

Phase 3: Design and Development
Ideation and Prioritization
Based on the insights from Table 5 and the analysis phase, the course
design team meets to brainstorm ideas for course improvement and
then, to prioritize those ideas into concrete revision targets.
BUS 102 Revision Targets: Lesson 9 & 10
Explore strategies to improve student performance on Excelbased assessments. This may include increasing the amount of
distributed practice, integrating active learning strategies,
and/or adjusting assignments to improve retention.
Review all objectives either 1) not covered by FSU content but
assessed (n=20); 2) covered by FSU content, but not assessed
(n=3), or; 3) not covered by FSU content and not assessed
(n=1), to determine if/where appropriate changes may be
needed to best meet learners’ needs.
In cases where students are clearly struggling with
assignments (especially Excel problems and quizzes), consider
providing content in new or enhanced formats (video
recordings, self-check activities, graphics, etc.) to increase
opportunities for retention and practice.
The topic of globalization is covered by LearnMore reading in
both BUS 101 (Lesson 9) and BUS 102 (Lessons 8 and 9).
However, LMS content in BUS 102 Lesson 8 relates to business
analysis. Revisit this content to determine where globalization
should be covered and to ensure that student skills are built
and scaffolded over time.
*Lesson topic is prerequisite to or continued in BUS 103; ** Weighted
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to reflect 45.9 exam weight.

Conclusion
Developing a comprehensive approach to data-informed course
improvement takes time, and course, program, and institutional
circumstances may pose a series of challenges when working towards
implementing the ADM. Ideally, forming a team that includes
individuals with broad skill sets in instructional design, learning
analytics, educational research, and programming supports the use of
a larger toolbox of strategies and approaches that a design team can
leverage. However, this ideal state of support for the ADM also
implies having well-established resources, institutional culture, and
data infrastructure. For IDs in a small unit or who face limited
opportunities to collaborate, the ADM is flexible enough to start with
available resources. For example, IDs who do not have access to the
data infrastructure or sharing necessary to get detailed or customized
LMS data can use existing reports generated by their LMS and
multimedia systems to better understand learner performance and
frequencies of behaviors. Additionally, IDs tasked with faculty
development can support skill building with course instructors and
authors to facilitate more data-informed course design decisions from
the faculty perspective. With these challenges in mind, IDs looking to
integrate the ADM into their professional practice should plan to
iterate towards more complex implementations.
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